Concealed identity information detection with pupillometry in rapid serial visual presentation
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Abstract

The concealed information test (CIT) relies on bodily reactions to stimuli that are hidden in mind. However, people can use countermeasures, such as purposely focusing on irrelevant things, to confound the CIT. A new method designed to prevent the use of countermeasures, based on rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), presents each stimulus on the fringe of awareness. Previous studies that used RSVP in combination with electroencephalography (EEG) showed that participants exhibit a clear reaction to their real first name, when they pretend to have a different name, even when they try to prevent such a reaction. Since EEG measures are not easily applicable outside the laboratory, we investigated here whether pupil size, which is easier to measure, is also able to detect concealed identity information. In our study, 31 participants were asked to adopt a fake name, and search for this name in an RSVP task, while their pupil sizes were recorded. Apart from this fake name, their real name and a control name also appeared in the task. We found that the pupil dilated more in response to the task-irrelevant real name, as compared to control names. However, while most participants showed this effect qualitatively, it was not statistically significant for most participants when analysed individually. Taken together, our results show that the current RSVP task with pupillometry can detect concealed identity information at a group level. Further development of the method is needed to create a valid and reliable concealed identity information detector at the individual level.
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1. Introduction

Concealed information is something you hide from others in your mind. Concealed information can be anything, from your opinion on the clothing habits of your colleagues, to more serious crime-related information, for instance about a tool used in a crime, a particular date when a crime was or is going to be carried out, or identity information such as the name of a victim or an accomplice (Suchotzki & Gamer, 2018). To find reliable ways to detect such concealed crime-relevant information has long been a major goal of forensic scientists. With a reliable and valid method of detecting concealed information, more crimes could be solved and guilt as well as innocence could be more readily established.

The concealed information test (CIT) is a method that has been developed for this purpose. It has a high validity to detect concealed information, and it has been gradually improved in the past years (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003; Meijer et al., 2014; Verschuere & Kleinberg, 2016; Volz et al., 2018). The CIT was originally created by Lykken (1959) to test whether participants have crime-relevant knowledge. Generally, in the CIT, testers show participants crime-relevant stimuli (i.e., stimuli related to information that only the perpetrator has), and some neutral alternatives. The CIT rests on the assumption that implicit responses will be evoked by crime-relevant stimuli if participants already have that “guilty” knowledge. Thus, responses to the crime-relevant stimuli are compared to the responses to the neutral alternatives to assess whether the participant indeed has crime-relevant knowledge (Ben-Shakhar et al., 2011).

Several different methods of measuring responses in the CIT have been developed, most of which do not focus on overt behavior, but rather on autonomic responses. In the beginning, autonomic-nervous-system responses that indicate levels of arousal, such as heart rate, respiration and electrodermal activity, were measured (Kleiner, 2002; Rosenfeld et al., 2007). Additionally, in recent years, neuroimaging techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), and stimulus-evoked brain potentials from electroencephalography (EEG), have become popular tools to record the reaction of the brain to the stimuli in the CIT (Gamer, 2014; Ganis, 2014; Hu et al., 2011; Mameli et al., 2010; Zeki et al., 2004). Although it might be noted that a measurement that is simpler and costs less, for example, electrodermal activity rather than fMRI, could be more easily adopted in forensic applications (Furedy, 2009), the CIT has proven capable of detecting concealed information across a range of measures (Ambach et al., 2010, 2019).

Nevertheless, despite extensive research efforts, the CIT cannot always reliably detect concealed information (Matsuda et al., 2012; Meijer et al., 2016). Its validity has been questioned because examinees can purposefully use physical and mental countermeasures to obscure the difference between responses to relevant and neutral alternatives (Ben-Shakhar, 2011; Peth et al., 2016). For example, they can bite their tongues to inflict pain or recall exciting memories when neutral alternatives are presented, and thereby confound the measurement (Mertens & Allen, 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2004). The usefulness of any test that is only reliable with fully compliant examinees is obviously limited, and it is therefore important to find solutions to defeat countermeasures.

A new method, based on rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), has recently been developed with the potential to eliminate this problem. In RSVP, a series of stimuli are presented sequentially in the same location with each stimulus visible only for about 100 milliseconds (Broadbent & Broadbent, 1987). This quick presentation on the fringe of awareness virtually eliminates the possibility of using countermeasures, because participants do not have enough time to exert top-down control over their responses to the stimuli. Bowman et al. (2013) first developed the RSVP paradigm for concealed identity information detection. The researchers measured EEG during a fake-name search task, and found that participants’ real names triggered significant P3 potentials compared to control names, even when
participants were explicitly instructed to hide their responses to their real name in various ways (Bowman et al., 2014). The results of Bowman and colleagues suggest that the RSVP paradigm reveals concealed identity information, is robust to countermeasures, and is therefore potentially more effective than the slower methods of presentation used to date.

Although the EEG results obtained by Bowman and colleagues (2013, 2014) with their RSVP task are promising, their method is not yet suitable for widespread application. Consider, for instance, that EEG facilities are not commonplace outside of university laboratories. Also with the CIT, it has been noted that new measures should be added to increase the probative force and the field use of CIT (Matsuda et al., 2012). It is thus important to assess whether the RSVP method is also effective with simpler measures that are more readily available in practice.

Some simpler measures related to eye responses, which can be acquired unobtrusively, have previously been shown to be effective dependent measurements in the CIT. For example, eye blinks after stimulus offset and fewer but longer fixations were found to indicate concealed information (Peth et al., 2016; Schwedes & Wentura, 2012; Leal & Vrij, 2010). In another study, involuntary inhibition of eye movements after stimulus onset was measured in a CIT with barely visible stimuli and verified as a valid indicator that discriminates ‘terrorists’ from ‘innocents’ (Rosenzweig & Bonneh, 2020). Eye movements, for which no sensors or electrodes need to be attached to a suspect, and for which only a sensitive video camera (i.e., an eye tracker) is needed, might thus be an efficient measurement also for RSVP-based detection of concealed information.

In this study, we focus on a particular kind of eye movement, namely the pupil response. Pupil responses are a promising measure in RSVP-based concealed information testing. First, pupil dilation and the P3 component of the event-related potential both reflect phasic responses in the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system. According to Nieuwenhuis et al.
(2011), a motivationally significant stimulus will evoke a dilation of the pupils as well as a P3. These two reactions are tightly linked to the activation of the LC-NE system (Koss, 1986; Murphy et al., 2011; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Samuels & Szabadi, 2008). Processing task-relevant events will activate LC-NE’s phasic response, followed by a pupil dilation and the P3 (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005). Since the P3 has proved to be an effective measure in RSVP-based CIT studies, it is reasonable to suppose pupil size will also be useful as a measure in the RSVP-based CIT.

Second, pupil dilation is capable of showing two different cognitive processes in the CIT. A CIT target requires participants to pay attention to and process task-related information. Pupil dilation reflects such effortful processes of cognitive control and attention required for responding to relevant information, while inhibiting irrelevant distractors (Cohen et al., 2015; Querino et al., 2015; Rondeel et al., 2015; van der Wel & van Steenbergen, 2018). Similarly, a critical concealed information stimulus, despite being task-irrelevant, will also attract attention and engage cognitive control processes. In CIT, it has been shown that the pupils also dilate when attention is allocated to new and salient stimuli that are task-irrelevant (Gilzenrat et al., 2010).

In addition, like other eye movements, pupil size has already been used in CIT studies and approved as an effective measure of concealed information. Lubow & Fein (1996) trained participants to be either guilty or innocent in a mock crime scenario, and then showed them some photographs of crime-relevant items (e.g., a green identification card or a face of a criminal), together with some crime-irrelevant items. 50-70% of the guilty participants and 100% of the innocent participants were correctly detected through the difference between pupil sizes to the crime-relevant and crime-irrelevant items. Another study also adopted pupil size as an indicator of concealed mock-crime-related knowledge (Seymour et al., 2013). With a hit rate
of 83% and zero false-alarms, the authors were able to distinguish guilty from innocent participants with 92% accuracy.

Finally, even though the pupil response is slow, which at first glance might raise questions as to its effectiveness in the RSVP task, Wierda et al. (2012) showed that pupil dilation is able to reflect attention allocation and cognitive processing in RSVP. In their study, they used an attentional blink task of two target letters within a sequential stream of digits as distractors presented in an RSVP. Using a pupil dilation deconvolution method, the occurrence and timing of attentional processes, associated with the successive targets, were clearly tracked.

To sum up, these findings support the idea that pupil size could be an effective measure in RSVP-based CIT. The aim of the current study was thus to test the ability of the RSVP method in combination with a measure of pupil dilation to detect concealed identity information. For that purpose, we replicated the study by Bowman and colleagues, with some minor changes for pupil data recording, and used pupillometry instead of EEG. Each trial consisted of an RSVP stream, in which either a fake name, the participants’ real name or a randomly selected control name appeared. The participants were asked to search for the fake name and to ignore their real name. Their pupil sizes were recorded during the task, and we tested whether their pupil responses to the real and control names differed reliably. The presence of such a difference would be indicative of the ability of the RSVP-pupil method to detect concealed identity information.
2. Method

2.1 Participants

Thirty-one participants took part in the experiment. All of them were first-year undergraduate students at the University of Groningen in the age group of 18-24 years (Mean: 19.29 years); there were 26 females and 5 males. All participants were native Dutch speakers. 26 participants were right-handed and 5 were left-handed. Participants had normal (uncorrected) vision. During the experiment, participants did not wear glasses, eye contacts or eye make-up.

The study was conducted in accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and approved by the ethical committee of the Psychology Department of the University of Groningen (approval number: PSY-18167-SP). Written informed consent was obtained prior to participation. Written and oral debriefing was provided after participation.

2.2 Apparatus and Stimuli

Participants were seated with their head on a chin rest with an adjustable height at a distance of approximate 60 cm from a 27'' LCD Iiyama PL2773H monitor with a display resolution of 1920×1080 pixels and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. On this monitor, stimuli were presented with OpenSesame 3.2.8 running on Windows 10 Enterprise. Pupil size was recorded in arbitrary units by an EyeLink 1000 (SR Research) during each trial using PyGaze (Dalmaijer et al., 2014).

We created a set of names for the experiment based on a database from the Meertens Institute for Dutch language and culture research (Https://www.Meertens.Knaw.Nl/Nvb/Topnamen/Land/Nederland). We first selected the 100
top Dutch names of each year from 1975 to 2014. Next, we excluded names consisting of more than 10 letters. This resulted in a set of 533 names with 281 female and 252 male names. From this name set, prior subsets of 15 possible names were selected randomly for each participant. A fake name and a control name were both selected from the unfamiliar names in the prior name subsets. Additionally, distractor names in each trial were selected pseudo-randomly from the set of 533 names: names with more than two identical consecutive letters were not allowed to be next to each other in one sequence. For example, ‘Dani’ and ‘Daniel’ had four identical consecutive letters; therefore, these two names could not be shown to participants directly after each other in one sequence. The distractor names were only used to form each name sequence and their presentation frequency was far less than the frequency of the fake, real and control names, which we were primarily concerned with.

We padded names on both sides with ‘+’ and ‘#’ characters so that the resulting string always consisted of 11 characters, as illustrated in Figure 1. Name stimuli were light grey (75% white; RGB: 190, 190, 190), 48 point, sans serif characters presented on a dark (RGB: 40, 40, 40) background. All the names were presented in the center of the screen. The visual angle for each name was 2.03° in height and from 8.88°-12.25° in width, with some variation because some letters are wider than others. Fixation dots were light grey (75% white; RGB: 190, 190, 190), and rendered in 48 point.
Figure 1. Examples of stimuli. List of example names used as stimuli. ‘+’ and ‘#’ were added to both sides of names in order to keep letters in the center positions.

2.3 Procedure

Prior to the start of the experiment, participants were presented with a subset of 15 possible female or male names matching their own gender from the name set. They were asked to indicate all the names of people they knew; these names were removed from the set of possible names to avoid confounds due to the familiarity of such names. After that, participants chose one of the remaining names as their target name for detection during the experiment; we refer to this as their “fake” name. If a participant removed all 15 names, a second round of 15 names would be shown until a fake name was selected. The primary task for the participants was to monitor the RSVP streams for the presence of this fake name. A single “control” name would also be selected from the remaining names after the fake name was selected, and their own “real” name was also added to the experiment. The pupil sizes of participants when they saw these three different critical names were used for later analyses.

Once a fake name and a control name were selected, the experiment started. As shown in Figure 2, each trial started with a drift-correction procedure (i.e., a one-point recalibration) followed by a fixation dot presented for 1000 milliseconds in order to establish a baseline pupil size. Then a stream of 11 names were displayed for 100 milliseconds each in a sequence. A dashed line (--------) or series of equal signs (=========) was presented for 100 milliseconds after the sequence. Participants were required to report this later as a secondary task that served to check whether their attention had remained on the stimulus presentation area throughout the stream. At the end of each trial, a fixation dot was shown again for 2000 milliseconds, to allow capture of the full pupil response, which continues for some time after stimulus presentation.
Participants were asked to try not to blink from the appearance of the first fixation dot to the disappearance of the second fixation dot.

![Figure 2. Trial sequence](image)

Each trial started with a drift-correction procedure. Next, a fixation dot was displayed for another 1000ms to enable pupil size to return to baseline. This was followed by a sequence of 11 names, each presented for 100ms. 10 of these 11 names were distractors. At a random position between 5 and 9, one name defined three conditions. In the figure, Anna is the participant’s real name; Megan is the fake name chosen by the participant; and Naomi was selected as the irrelevant (control) name, from a set of 15 random, unfamiliar names, presented to the participant before the trials. After the name sequence, a dashed line or equal signs appeared for 100ms to keep participants’ attention fixed throughout the entire stream. At the end, a 2000ms fixation dot was shown to allow the pupil reaction to develop fully.

In the sequence, 10 of 11 names were distractors. One critical name, at a random position between 5 (earliest) and 9 (latest) in the sequence, defined three different conditions: this name was the participants’ real name (to which no behavioral response should be made), the fake name (the name that participants had selected previously and were instructed to respond to), or
a control name (a name randomly selected from unfamiliar names of the previous sets with 15 names each, serving as a baseline that was matched in presentation frequency to the real and fake names, and which also did not require a response). Each condition was represented in 60 out of 180 trials separately.

At the end of each trial, participants were asked to answer two questions: 1. Did you see your (fake) name? 2. Did you see -------- or =======? Participants answered the two questions by pressing the ‘F’ or ‘J’ keys on a standard QWERTY keyboard. Whether ‘F’ was for ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ was counterbalanced based on participant number parity to balance the response mapping between participants.

There were two sessions in the whole experiment: a practice session and an experimental session. The practice session consisted of 20 trials, during which participants received trial-based feedback (a smiley face for correct answers and a frowney face for wrong answers) to indicate whether they had responded correctly or not to the first and second question. The experimental session consisted of 180 trials divided into 6 blocks with a break between each pair of blocks. Conditions (real, fake, control) were randomly mixed within blocks. All participants took part in all three conditions, and the practice session, and thus completed 200 trials in total.

2.4 Data processing and analysis

All data and the analysis scripts are publicly accessible on the Open Science Framework (Https://osf.io/9fkpm/).

We first analyzed how accurately participants responded to question 1 (did you see your (fake) name?) and question 2 (did you see -------- or =======?). The response accuracy for
question 1 reflects how well participants were able to detect their fake names, and therefore whether the difficulty of the RSVP task was reasonable in the sense that it did not show a floor or ceiling effect. The accuracy for question 2 reflects to what extent participants maintained their attention on the RSVP stream throughout the trial, also after the appearance of the critical name.

On each trial, 800 samples of pupil-size data were obtained, given that the EyeLink 1000 sampled at 250 Hz and a whole RSVP trial was 3200ms from the start of a name sequence to the end of the following fixation. We down-sampled the signal to 25 Hz, leaving 80 samples per trial for each participant. Then we baselined the pupil sizes by subtracting the mean of the first three samples in the pupil traces for each trial separately. After baselining, we locked the pupil sizes to the onsets of the critical name positions, such that timepoint 0 corresponded to the onset of the name regardless of at which position in the stream the name was presented. Finally, because of the initial pupil constriction that occurs generically after the onset of stimuli (Mathôt, 2018), we deleted the first 200ms of data, leaving 2200 ms (55 samples) for each participant per trial.

We ran a sample-by-sample linear mixed effects analysis on the group level to check for possible effects on pupil size of the fake and real names, compared to the control names. More specifically, for each 40 ms sample separately we conducted a linear mixed effects analysis with baseline-corrected pupil size as dependent measure, condition as fixed effect (with control as reference value), and by-participant random intercepts and slopes, using the lme4 and lmerTest packages for R. For sample-by-sample analyses, we considered an effect reliable if \( p < .05 \) for at least 200 ms (5 samples).

Our predictions were twofold. First, if pupil size in the fake condition is significantly larger than in the control condition, then this indicates that the fake names (the task-relevant
stimuli) elicited a reaction, and that this (presumably attentional) reaction can be detected by pupillometry in RSVP at the group level, as would be expected from prior research. Second, if pupil size in the real condition is significantly larger than in the control condition, then this indicates that the real name also elicited a detectable reaction, despite this name being task-irrelevant. This second effect is what we were primarily interested in, because it would indicate that pupil size is useful as a tool for the RSVP-based concealed-information detection.

In addition, we tested whether pupil size was modulated by learning, fatigue, or habituation over the course of the experimental session. Specifically, we wanted to test whether the difference between the real and control conditions became smaller over time, as participants might have learned to ‘desensitize’ to the presentation of their own name, for instance. To test this, we divided trials into two sets: the first 90 trials and the last 90 trials of each participant. Then we tested these two sets separately using the same sample-by-sample linear mixed effects analysis as described above to check the effect of the critical names. In addition, in a separate sample-by-sample analysis similar to the one described above, we included both trial number and condition as fixed effects (and corresponding by-participant random effects). This analysis allowed us to check whether trial number (testing time) robustly modulates the differences between the three critical name conditions.

To further check whether our RSVP task in combination with pupillometry is useful as a tool for concealed-information detection, we wanted to establish whether the effects that were measured at the group level (see above) could also be measured reliably at the individual level. To do this, we conducted a leave-one-out analysis. For each participant separately, we first determined the peak indices (time points) at which the pupil-size difference between the real and control condition, as well as the fake and control condition, was largest for all other 30 participants. Then we conducted t-tests separately for the pupil-size difference between the real and control condition, as well as between the fake and control condition, at these corresponding
peak indices. The general logic behind this approach is that we use the data from all-but-one participants as a ‘temporal localizer’ to determine the optimal time point to test for a given participant. If pupil size for the fake condition is significantly different from the control condition for each participant, then this would mean that our approach is able to detect the (attentional) reaction to task-relevant target names, even for individual participants. Similarly, if pupil size for the real condition is significantly different from the control condition for each participant, then this would mean that our approach is able to detect the presence of concealed information, even for individual participants. Given the relatively small effect sizes that are commonly observed in psychological research, and given that neither our task parameters nor analysis approach have yet been explored systematically in the present context, this is a lot to ask of our data. Nevertheless, with an eye towards practical applications, the individual-participant reliability is important to assess.
3. Results

3.1 Task performance

Participants responded to questions 1 and 2 with an accuracy of 89% and 95.4% respectively. Thus, participants were well able to detect their fake names in the RSVP sequences, and to keep their attention on the stimuli throughout each trial.

3.2 Pupil data

For the group-level analysis, the sample-by-sample linear mixed effects analysis showed that pupil size in the fake condition was significantly larger than in the control condition from about 360ms to 2200ms. The pupil size in the real condition was significantly larger than in the control condition from about 320ms to 1120ms. The results are visualised in Figure 3.
**Figure 3. Pupil traces in three conditions.** Pupil size average (N=31) is shown over time, in the fake condition (response to the assigned, task-relevant fake name; red line), the real condition (response to the participant’s real name; green line), and the control condition (irrelevant name; blue line). The x-axis indicates time in milliseconds where 0 corresponds to 200ms after the onset of the name; the y-axis indicates baseline-corrected pupil size in arbitrary units. The red straight line shows the timepoints (from about 360ms to 2200ms) when the pupil size in the fake condition was significantly larger than in the control condition. The green straight line shows the timepoints (from about 320ms to 1120ms) when the pupil size in the real condition was significantly larger than in the control condition.

Looking at the learning effect, in the first 90 trials, the sample-by-sample linear mixed effects analysis showed that pupil size in the fake condition was significantly larger than in the control condition from about 360ms to 2200ms. Pupil size in the real condition was significantly larger than in the control condition from about 400ms to 1080ms and from about 1120ms to 1360ms. In the second 90 trials, only in the fake condition, was pupil size statistically significantly larger than in the control condition, which was from about 440ms to 2200ms but there was no longer a reliable difference between the real and control conditions. These results are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Pupil traces in three conditions on early (a) and late (b) trials. Pupil size average (N=31) is shown over time, in the fake condition (response to the assigned, task-relevant fake name; red line), the real condition (response to the participant's real name; green line), and the control condition (irrelevant name; blue line) in the first (a) and second (b) half of the experiment. The x-axis indicates time in milliseconds, where 0 corresponds to 200ms after the onset of the name; the y-axis indicates baseline-corrected pupil size in arbitrary units. Panel a) shows the results for the first 90 trials. The red straight line shows the duration (from about 360ms to 2200ms) when pupil size in the fake condition is significantly larger than in the control condition. The green straight line shows the duration (from about 400ms to 1080ms and from about 1120ms to 1360ms) when pupil size in the real condition is significantly larger than in the control condition. Panel b) shows the second 90 trials. The red straight line shows the duration (from about 440ms to 2200ms) when pupil size in the fake condition is significantly larger than in the control condition. Pupil sizes in the real and control conditions are not significantly different.

However, when we tested the learning effect more rigorously as an interaction between trial number and condition, we did not find a reliable interaction at any point in time. We only
found that pupil size decreased over time, possibly as an effect of increasing fatigue. Taken together, the results suggest that pupil size is sensitive to concealed identity information from the very start of the testing session; if anything, this sensitivity seems to decrease over time, which suggests that there may not be much to gain from very long testing sessions.

In the individual-level leave one out analyses, although the vast majority (23 of 31) of participants showed a qualitative effect in the predicted direction, only six participants out of 31 showed a significant pupil-size difference between the real and control conditions, with a mean p-value of 0.214, and a median p-value of 0.217. In contrast, 21 participants out of 31 showed a significant pupil-size difference between the fake and control conditions, with a mean p-value of 0.058, and a median p-value of 0.013. These results are shown in Figure 5.

**Individual effect sizes**

Figure 5. Individual effect sizes. The difference between pupil sizes for the real and control conditions of each participant (N=31) is shown in panel a, (sorted by effect size). Six participants showed a significant difference between pupil size for real and control (marked by *). The difference between pupil size for fake and control of each participant (N=31) is shown in panel b (again sorted by effect size). Differences between pupil sizes for fake and control of 21 participants are statistically significant (marked by *) The error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of each difference per participant.
4. Discussion

As shown empirically in this study, pupil size in a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task can provide valuable information regarding concealed identity information. More specifically, we observed pupil dilation in response to participants’ real names, even though participants were instructed to respond only to a ‘fake’ name that they had selected at the start of the experiment.

This finding is similar to the results Bowman et al. (2014) found in their EEG study. In their study, participants’ real names triggered a significant P3 component of the event-related potential, compared to control names at the group level, while they tried to search for ‘fake names’ and ignore ‘real names’. In this study, we similarly found that concealed identity information evoked a detectable pupillary response. Thus, as a cheaper, more available, less technically complex, and non-invasive measure, pupillometry is effective in RSVP for concealed identity information detection on the group level. Thereby, pupillometry can be considered as a potentially promising measure to be used widely in practice with a RSVP concealed information detector. This result also corresponds to the previous findings that the P3 component and pupil dilation both reflect the activation of phasic responses in the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system (Koss, 1986; Murphy et al., 2011; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005, 2011; Samuels & Szabadi, 2008). Thus, it seems fair to assume that target-triggered cognitive processes and attention allocation caused by the real names activated the LC-NE system, which is followed by (the P3 component and) dilated pupil size.

We furthermore observed a second practical advantage in our study. The real-name effect on pupil size was found already at the start of the experiment and it only seemed to decline over time. Even though no evidence for a strong time on task effect was found, it suggests that we might be able to avoid extensive measuring sessions, which may actually reduce the effect
of interest. To further benefit from the early onset of the present difference between real and control names, it may be advisable to keep real names only in the testing sessions and not include it in the practice trials.

However, the current outcomes also showed that while most participants showed the desired effect qualitatively, it was not statistically significant for most participants when analyzed individually. In the RSVP-EEG study of Bowman and colleagues (2013), the authors were able to increase the individual success rate considerably by using Fisher’s method to combine data from three electrodes (Fz, Cz and Pz). They succeeded in obtaining a significant p-value for the difference between the real and the control conditions for each of their 15 participants. Pupil data does not immediately offer a similar option, since there is just a single signal being measured. It might nevertheless be an avenue for future research to attempt to combine a pupil measure with a secondary measure. Measures of (micro-) saccades, fixation duration, or even other physiological indicators, such as heart rate, may present suitable candidates.

Modifying the current design for increased power at the individual level is another approach that might be further explored. Such modifications may include adjusting the presentation rate and other properties of the stimuli used in the task. Based on the current design and result, we may also suggest that future research could consider choosing a-priori time windows to look at during data analysis rather than focusing on a time-point. Since most of the participants showed a qualitative effect in the predicted direction, a more sensitive analytic method may reflect the real-name effect on pupil size better. For instance, 500ms to 1600ms after the onset of the critical names (corresponding to 300 to 1400 ms in Figure 3 and 4, after subtracting the first 200 ms of deleted data) would be a sensitive time window to assess possible differences in pupil size.
In conclusion, we have shown that pupil size is sensitive to the presence of concealed identity information (the participants’ own name) in an RSVP task. This implies that pupil size is a promising measure for detecting concealed information. However, further refinement is required to improve the task’s sensitivity so that concealed identity information can be detected reliably even at the level of individual participants, and we have offered several suggestions for follow-up. In summary, the present study is a promising proof of concept for using pupillometry as a measure of concealed information detection.
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